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The Modern Golf Ball
vs

Safety and Environment

Presentation made by Peter Nordwall (President of FSGA) 
at the World Forum of Golf Architects 

in St. Andrews 2010
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Allan Robertson, who among other things is 
known for having been the genious behind 
the famous Road Hole Green, is said to 

have got very upset with Old Tom Morris, 
when he started to play the ”Guttie Ball” 

instead of the ”Feathery” 

Peter Nordwall

The new ball travels 
too far, which will 
destroy the game!
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Well, the guttie ball didn’t destroy the game – on the contrary! 
In fact, it lay the ground for the first golf boom, the latter half of 
the 19th centuary, when so many of our classic links and heathland 
courses saw the light of day.

Allan Robertson was, in my opinion, quite right in his fears that the 
game of golf would be in danger, if the ball was allowed to travel too
far. The introduction of the ”guttie” was, in a sense, the first 
dangerous step on a very adventurous road! And there was more to 
come, e.g. the Haskell Ball at the turn of the century and the steel 
shaft in the late 20’s.

BUT PLEASE NOTE - it was not for the added distance that the new 
ball made the boom possible, it was because the Guttie Ball was much 
more durable and so much cheaper to manufacture. With the guttie
ball golf became an affordable game for ”everybody”!

The length and par revision in the 1950’s, when so many par 5 holes 
became par 4s overnight, was nothing but a confirmation of the fact 
that the golf ball had been allowed to travel too far! And there was 
still more to come – the two-piece ball and the graphite shaft in recent    

years, etc., etc.

3rd hole, Stockholm GC

Harry Colt/John Morrison, 
1932 

Originally a classic, zigzag dogleg
par 5, but today an awkward par 4 
with safety problems.

Older courses have become more and more 
obsolete and unsafe!
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To compensate for the longer flight of the golf ball, golf 
architects have been asked

- to lengthen, where possible, the holes on older courses and
- to design longer and longer new courses

These trends and steps have, on many courses, led to serious
safety problems and in many parts of the world led to a clash
with general endeavours towards a sustainable and 
environmental friendly development of the game of golf.

These two issues – safety and environmental friendliness -
hardly existed in the days of Allan Robertson, but are today of 
highest relevance!    

The modern golf ball

vs 

Safety Safety and Environment Environment 
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The ”92/15 norm” (implying that 92% of all golf balls hit from a 
certain place end up within a sector with an opening angle of 
plus/minus 15 degrees deviation from the intended line of play) 
may still be valid,

but, with the increased ball flight, the safety sectors have 
grown, both by length and width.

“92/15 Safety Norm”“92/15 Safety Norm”
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New courses continually require larger and 
larger acreage to accomodate for longer holes 
and larger safety sectors.

The acreage that requires  

which in turn increases the use of …
steadily increases,

mowing fertilizing watering aeriating weed killing

resulting in higher cost for maintaining a golf 
course and higher cost for playing golf.

labour

fuel

fertilizers

water

pesticides
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The walking distance for players and the area 
over which balls have to be searched for 

which in turn increases 
the time required for playing a round of golf.
increases more and more,

which is at total variance with striving for a sustainable and 
environmental friendly growth of the game and 

The development of our playing equipment has lured us 
onto a road

which, by making a round of golf too costly and too time-
consuming, runs the risk of jeopardizing the recruitement of 
new players and thus, the future of the whole game. 
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We have been told that the R&A and the USGA have 
more or less managed to “freeze” the flight of the golf 
ball at the level of the 2003 standards.

We appreciate this step but believe that the ball has 
been “frozen” at too high a level. We believe that - as in 
many other sports – the clock must be put back! Thus, 
we would like to appeal to the R&A and the USGA to 
take the rescue operation …

the introduction of an “ E -ball”, 
where E stands for Environment
the introduction of an “ E -ball”, 
where E stands for Environment

… one step further – namely to encourage or, if necessary, 
to demand 
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The  E -ball could either beThe  E -ball could either be

a traditional (but lighter?) golf ball, which flies 15-25 % 
shorter distance and which, after certain phasing in, must
be used by all male golfers below a certain age and/or hcp,

or – better still – it could be a golf ball, which responds at 
a declining rate to increased physical power at impact.

We believe that an  E -ball would help usWe believe that an  E -ball would help us

to provide desirable safety on and around our golf courses
to restore the true values of our classic golf courses
to avoid the necessity of a new length and par revision
to return to the game of shot-making rather than long-
driving
to improve golf’s reputation with authorities and the general 
public as an environmental friendly sport
to reduce the “distance gap” between advanced players and 
female players, elderly gentlemen and beginners
to reduce, or at least halt the increase of the cost of golf 
course maintenance and the cost of playing golf
to return the time for playing a round of golf to a 3-3½
hours business
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The last three items, i.e.

we believe are of paramount importance for 
attracting new players to our great sport

– and to retain present ones! 

to reduce the “distance gap”,

to reduce the cost of playing golf and

to reduce the time for playing a round of golf

Federation of Scandinavian Golf Course Architects 
(FSGA)

Peter Nordwall                Svein Olsnes                  Rune Löfgren 
(President) (Hon. Secretary)            (Hon. Treasurer) 

If you would like to support, oppose or discuss this petition, 

please e-mail FSGA@telia.com


